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FEEDLOK CONTROL SYSTEMS

• Right Feed...Right Bin...Every time!
 FEEDLOK provides security and assurances, knowing that the correct
 feed is always delivered to the correct bin.

• No more wrong deliveries.
 Assign your feed mixture to precise GPS bin locations. Once learned
	 the	system	remembers	bin	GPS	coordinates	indefinitely.
 *Any future changes or additions to bin locations are easily updated.

• Assign feed loads to a bin and FEEDLOK does the rest.
 It’s as simple as the bins actual GPS location matching the FEEDLOK
 booms assigned GPS record. Wrong GPS bin location and FEEDLOK will  
 not allow dispensing of the feed mix.

• Always know where your trucks are unloading!
 FEEDLOK systems provide GPS tracking as well as time stamped
 detailed record keeping.
 Always know exactly when a delivery was made and to what bin.
 
•	Notifications.
 A mismatched feed-to-bin halts the transfer. The system both audibly
	 and	visually	notifies	the	operator.	Any	manual	override	requires	a
 security code be entered. If manual override is engaged FEEDLOK
	 delivers	notifications	to	the	server	for	complete	tracking.

FEEDLOK is a revolutionary concept 
in distributing feed from the feed mill 
to the farm.

SEQUENTIAL EVENTS | CLOCK TIME...TO EVENT | EVENT ALARMS | GPS TRUCK LOCATION

FEEDLOK Dashboard

FEEDLOK delivers all these features right at 
your desktop! It’s easy to use...easy to set up...
and FEEDLOK will pay for itself quickly with 
no more wrong deliveries. 

Easy Operator Set up! 
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FEEDLOK CONTROL SYSTEMS

Michigan
1190 Electric Ave. 
Wayland, MI. 
USA 49348 
Tel: 616.877.3470 
Tel: 800.466.1197 
Fax: 616.877.3474

Manitoba
70 3rd Ave. N.E. 
Box 1790 
Carman, Manitoba 
Canada R0G 0J0 
Tel: 204.745.2951 
Fax: 204.745.6309

Head Office
R.R. #5, Guelph, ON. 
Canada N1H 6J2  
Tel: +1 519-824-8520
Tel: 888.925.4642
Fax: 519.824.5651

Iowa
579 4th St. N.W. 
Sioux Center, IA 
USA 51250 
Tel: 800.845.5589 
Fax: 712.722.1128

Australia
Customvac Australia. 
24 Molloy Street
Toowoomba Qld 4350
Australia
Tel: 800.244.699

Simply complete a delivery run with your 
Feedlok	Equipped	unit	in	“Training	Mode”.	
Align the boom over each customer bin, 
lock in that bins precise GPS coordinates 
while	assigning	your	own	unique	bin	names.	
Accurate to within a couple feet, that bins GPS 
location and name are recorded in the system 
indefinitely*.


